ABSTRACT. The stress state of the semi-strip with a transverse crack is investigated. The mechanical load is applied to the semi-strip's short edge. The initial problem is reduced to the one-dimensional vector boundaryvalue problem with the help of the semi-infinite Fourier transformation applied by the generalized scheme. The vector boundary-value problem is solved with the help of the matrix differential calculation apparatus and Green's matrix-function apparatus. The solving of the problem is reduced to the solving of the system of three singular integral equations (SSIE). First singular equation contains two fixed singularities, so the special method is used for the SSIE's solving. Stresss intensity factors (SIF) are calculated for the different crack's length.
INTRODUCTION
The investigation of crack path in a semi-strip is an actual problem for many engineering applications. The detailed bibliography of the cracks in the plain elasticity bodies is given in [1] [2] [3] [4] . The problems for an infinite strip containing a transversal crack were considered in the following works. In [5] the stress intensity factors were investigates in the case of a central transversal crack. The elastostatic plane problem for an infinite strip was leaded to a singular integral equation in [6] . Different approaches were applied for stress estimation in infinite strips with cracks. SIFs were calculated for the infinite strip with a crack with the help of the energetic method in [7] . The crack's spreading in the infinity strip was considered in [8] , [9] . The solution of the problem for a loaded crack in an infinite strip was obtained with the help of the method of three problems superposition in [10] . The formulae for the stress intensity coefficients around cracks and rigid inclusions in an infinite strip were given in [11] . The theory of potentials was applied by the following authors for the problems of infinite strips and cracks. The boundary value problem for an infinite elastic strip with a semi-infinite crack was reduced to a singular integral equation by using the single and double layer potentials in [12] . The procedure based on Muskhelishvili's complex potential formulation and the combining conformal mapping technique of the stress intensity factors calculation for an infinite crack in a strip was suggested in [13] . The problems of the cracks between two different materials were solved in the following works. The solution of the problem of the biomaterial strips with the cracks was constructed with a help of the Green's function in [14] . problem for a crack on the interface between an elastic strip and an elastic half-plane made of another material was investigated in [15] . The problems of the strips with multiple cracks were studied in the following works. The boundary value problem of the strip with the periodical cracks was reduced to a complex mixed problem, which was solved by the eigenfunction expansion of variation method in [16] . The solving of the problem for an infinite strip containing multiple cracks perpendicular to its boundaries was reduced to a system of the singular integral equations in [17] . The problem of the stress intensity factors determining in an infinite elastic strip containing two coplanar Griffith cracks was reduced by the use of Fourier transforms to solving of a set of integral equations in [18] . 
THE STATEMENT OF A PROBLEM
The lateral sides of the semi-strip are fixed 
One needs to solve the boundary value problem (1)- (4) to estimate the stress state of the semi-strip and SIF at the tips of the crack.
THE GENERAL SOLVING SCHEME
The initial problem (1)- (4) was reduced to the one-dimensional problem with the help of the semi-infinite sin-, cosFourier transformation applied by the generalized scheme [19] . Then the one-dimensional problem was reformulated in the vector form [20] , [21]  
THE SOLVING OF THE SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
After inverting of the integral transformations the formulae for the displacements which contain three unknown functions 
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The first equation in (6) contains two fixed singularities, so the special generalized method [22] was applied for its solving. The corresponding characteristic equation for the first equation in (6) was constructed. It is equal to the characteristic equation for the problem of an infinity wedge when the angle of openness is pi/2 [23] .
According to the generalized method [22] 
The expressions (7)- (8) are substituted in SSIE (6), and SSIE (6) is solved with the help of the collocation method.
THE STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS
SIF are calculated by the formulae [19] , [24] 
The crack is symmetrically located inside the semi-strip, so 01 c a c  . The dynamics of SIF changing when the crack's size is increasing from 10%a to 90%a is presented on Fig. 2 . As it can be seen, SIF are increasing when the crack's size increases. The values of SIF I K are larger than the values of SIF II K . When the crack's size is more than 90%a the fixed singularities at the crack's tips have to be considered. 
CONCLUSIONS
1. The new methodic based on the apparatus of the matrix differential calculation and of the Green's function is proposed for the plane mixed problems of the semi-strip. 2. The generalized method was applied to consider the fixed singularities at the semi-strip's angle points. 3. The investigation of SIF was done, the limits of the proposed methodic were established.
